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Value proposition of Parallelware Analyzer?
No.

Value

Metric

1

Accelerate the runtime of the software

Speedup

-

2

Legacy software that needs to be modernised to run on
modern hardware
sequential software to be parallelized
parallel software to exploit more parallelism
parallel software ported to a different hardware (eg. CPU
to GPU)

Train customer’s workforce
-

developer/maintainer learns and enforces best practices
for development of parallel software
development/maintainer applies code changes to clearly
understand their value from the point of view of
parallelization
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Defects (eg. race conditions)
Recommendations (eg. best practices)
Parallelization opportunities
Parallelization strategies
Parallelization tools

2

Development methodology: Step-by-step
MS0

Preparing for the
parallelization of
the code
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MS1

Working
version

MS2

Proﬁled
version

MS3

Refactoring the
code for
parallelization

MS4

Designing the
parallelization
strategy

MS5

Writing the
parallel code

MS6

Benchmarking
the parallel
code
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Proﬁlers
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MS3

Refactoring the
code for
parallelization

2

MS4

Designing the
parallelization
strategy

3

MS5

Writing the
parallel code

4
Debuggers

MS6

Benchmarking
the parallel
code

5
Compilers
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Analyze the
code and
refactor it
following best
practices for
parallel
programming
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MS5

Explore the
parallelization
opportunities
available in
the code and
design the
parallel code

Implement
several
parallel
versions of
your code
using patterns
as a guide

MS6

Benchmarking
the parallel
code

5
Compilers

Capabilities of Parallelware Analyzer
●

Detection of defects in parallel code, i.e. race conditions not detected yet
○
○

●

Enforce best practices for parallel programming through suggestions for code refactorizations
○

●

See https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Discover parallelization opportunities through in-depth static code analysis
○
○

●

Static data race detection for multicore CPUs and GPUs
See https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Source code analysis guided through code patterns, not line by line
See https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/patterns/

Quickly design and implement parallel code for CPU/GPU using OpenMP/OpenACC
○
○

Parallel code implementation guided by code patterns, not “happy idea”
See https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/patterns/

Appentra approach is to break down best practices into items that
are objective, measurable and actionable
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Parallelware Analyzer (Beta)

Emerging
Technologies

1.Identify

Parallel Software
Development
Workﬂow

(50%

(30

)

%)

defects related
to parallelism
while coding
Tool “pwcheck”.

2.Identify
opportunities for
parallelization
Tool “pwloops”.

1.Identify

3.Guided

defects
related to
parallelism
while coding

generation of
parallel code

Tool “pwcheck”.

Tool “pwdirectives”.

NAS Parallel Benchmarks: “pwcheck” summary
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Knowledge Base of Defects & Recommendations
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

9

PWD001:
Invalid
OpenMP
multithreading
datascoping

10

PWR002:
Declare scalar
variables in the
smallest
possible scope
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Proof Points of Parallelware Analyzer
●

●

Parallelware Analyzer needed
only 7 minutes to complete
the analysis of 2M SLOCs
spread across more than 15K
sources ﬁles.
The average run of
Parallelware Analyser needed
only 3 seconds to complete the
analysis of 15K SLOCs.

Average
Source ﬁles
SLOCs
Execution time (seconds)
Checks found

Total

111

15.439

15.410

2.141.958

3

418

9,6

10.630

[Source Appentra; Statistics corresponding to 139 benchmarks from well-known public benchmark
suites, including DSPstone, Patmos, MiBench, NPB, CORAL, TSVC.]

Parallelware Analyzer needed only 4.6 seconds for 86 of the 116 DataRaceBench micro-benchmarks
(6x-1841x faster than dynamic data race detection tools)
Parallelware Analyzer is successfully detecting the ﬁrst data races statically, including ﬁrst GPU codes. Next step
is to catch up with codes covered by dynamic data race detection tools.
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www.appentra.com
Sign up for our newsletter: appentra.com/newsletter/
Email us at: info@appentra.com

Try Parallelware Trainer:
appentra.com/products/parallelware-trainer
Apply for Early Access Program:
appentra.com/products/parallelware-analyzer

appentra

company/appentra/

Appentra
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